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POINTS OF ETIQUETTE WHICH WE SHOULD KNOW
AND OBSERVE IN OUR SOCIAL RELATIONS

WITH THE JAPANESE.

By John C. Beery, M. D.^

The successful missionary has ever recognized the importance of

duly observing all the requirements of etiquette in his social relations

with the people among whom he dwells. In countries where, from the

low state of civilization, this does not exist, and men make no preten-

sions to conceal their spite, their meanness and their nakedness, it be-

comes one of his first duties to accompany his religious teachings with

such rules of courtesy as may be adapted to the state and capacity of

the people for whom he labors ; while in more civilized lands, he ever

seeks to conform to the requirements of existing etiquette so far as

these may be in harmony with the spirit of that Gospel of Love which

he teaches.
; ,

Aside from the discharge of his own duty to society as a Chris-

tian gentleman, there is another and still weightier reason for such a

course on his part ; for in those requirements which dictate the laws of

society, he every recognizes that spirit of friendship and good-will, the

habitual exercise of which on the part of the individual helps to

develop the good that is within him. Indeed, manners are minor

^The writer acknowledges with gratitude, assistance rendered in the prepara-

tion of this paper by Mr. N. Saisbo, a gentleman of culture and social standing

residing in Okayama ; also, criticisms by Pastor Matsuyama of Kobe, and others.
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morals ; and by their softening and restraining influence upon men,

assist in preparing them for those perfect and sublime laws which

constitute the foundation of all true courtesy—Christian morals.

It has been truthfully said that, " if all men were consistent Chris-

tians they would, in their relations one with another, habitually manifest

such a spirit of brotherly love and self-denial as to render unnecessary

separate laws for their guidance." But while we are waiting for Chris-

tiiin hearts and Christian experiences, society, with its downward ten-

dency, becomes intolerable, unless outwardly restrained by those re-

quirements of politeness which receive the endorsement of man's better

nature, and which take their origin in the Law of Love. The missionary,

then, ever regards courtesy as an aid to his teaching, and never fails,

as a duty to others and himself, to observe its requirements.

To a people who have bestowed so much attention upon etiquette

in the past as the Japanese, and who still insist upon the observance

of courtly behavior with impossing solemnity , courtesy is ever received

with favor, and constitutes an influence which removes many a barrier

to social recognition, to which national prejudice and differences of

speech and education so naturally, give rise.

It is scarcely necessary for me, however, to refer in general to the

spirit of social requirements or to the salutary influence arising from

their observance in our social relations with the people of Japan ; and yet

there are so many influences operating to lead us in an opposite direction,

that these former cannot be too constantly borne in mind. The frequent

exhibitions of absolute rudeness which characterize the address of many

of the younger men of Japan to-day ; the disgust which social

hypocrisy ever awakens in the mind of the Christian gentleman ; and

the impatience with which the busy practical Westerner regards the

requirements of Eastern ceremonial etiquette which so frequently

consists, as has been happily expressed, " in the leisurely multiplication

of those ceremonial ciphers whose product is the vaguest of inexpres-

sible impressions,"—all combine to exert an influence upon us which

certainly does not predispose to politeness.

Despite all this, however, you will, I am sure, agree with me that

in our daily intercourse with the people, it is incumbent upon us to

observe with scrupulous regard the requirements of established social
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customs in Japan, so far as these may not conflict with the spirit of the

Gospel we preach ; and wherever these may be deficient, to inculcate,

as far as we may be able by precept and example, such rules of

Christian courtesy as circumstances may require.

This is especially enforced at the present time by the necessity of

our staying, or rather, perhaps, directing, as far as possible, the tendency

of the rising generation in Japan to throw off the restraints which

social requirements have hitherto imposed with such religious exactness,

and to assume the supposed free aud easy outward manner of the

Westerner, which, in the absence of that spirit by which it is ever

dictated and controlled in the latter, becomes at times so offensively

rude, r
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While, doubtless, this change in the attitude of the younger men

of Japan to the social requirements of the past is largely due to foreign

intercourse, yet I cannot believe, as many have done, that it arises

either from the influence of the quiet and less demonstrative manner of

the foreign gentleman, or from the brusqueness and rudeness which too

frequently mark the manner of some foreigners in their relations with

the Japanese. On the contrary, it is due to that more potent influence

which, with foreign intercourse, has entered into and modified every

department of Japanese life, and which is stirring the nation to-day to

its very centre, namely, the inalienable rights of the individual aud the

inherited equality of all men before God. The bases of Occidental and

Oriental politeness have hitherto been as different and far removed from

each other as the geographical extremes they represent :—the one self-

respect, the other professed self-abasement : the one manly worth, the

other social position : the one honor to man whom God has honored

and Christ dignified, the other honor to rank whether attained by merit

or accident : tlio one Christian, the other secnlur.

The breaking awa}', tlieii, from the restraints and requirements

of a social life that regtcd upon a foundatici so utterly antagonistic to

tlie spirit of that Chi'isti:iu civilizatum which is revolutionizing Japan

to-day may be regarded as a natunil and, indeed, encouraging step in

that transition stage of social development through which the country

is so rapidly passing. It is all important, however, that in this as in

other departments of her life she should not be left unaided. Christianity



must come in and, by dignifying man, demand for him, so long as he

shall preserve his manliness, that honor from his fellows that is ever

his due ; and in the fact that practice is ever a necessary adjunct to

precept, do we find an added reason for observing, in all our friendly

relations with the people, those courtesies exacted by existing social

requirements, so far as they may be in harmony with the spirit of

Christianity which we preach.

Of what constitutes good manners, whether in Japan or elsewhere,

I need say nothing ; for it has been wisely said that, while the fool is

polite only at home, the wise and considerate are polite all the world

over. As our difficulty more frequently consists, then, in our inability

to express what we know, than in not knowing what to do, I shall, in

the following, confine myself chiefly to the forms of expression suitable

to different occasions (so far as I may be able to formulate these latter)

and largely leave for your inference the conduct such occasions may

require.^

I.—ON CONVERSATION (STYLE OF LANGUAGE).^

Anata should generally be employed in addressing a person. While

2 In view of the publication of this paper, I would here insert an explanatory

note expressive of the difficulty experienced in deciding upon several points here

presented, my uncertainty as to the reliability of such decisions, and my regrets

that professional duties have prevented me from giving that careful attention to

the study of the subject in question that its importance merits. Many of. the

social customs of Japan have changed much even within the last ten years, so

that the books on etiquette and, indeed, the manners of those educated under the

old regime, can scarcely be regarded as affording us a guide in our social conduct
;

while the prevailing lack, among the younger men, of regard for existing sociaj

customs, renders their example even less a guide to us than that of their fathers.

In fact, many of them take pride in their ignorance of what we would term the

laws of good behavior. Besides these difficulties, there must also be considered

the yet greater one of eliminating such social customs as have intimate relation

with religious observances, on the one hand, and, on the other, of adding, in a

few instances, those which have had their origin in Western customs, but which,

being in harmony with the spirit of Japanese social observances, are now generally,

and with propriety, observed here.

8 Throughout this paper the reader will bear in mind that language, and

sometimes social customs as well, vary in different localities.
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on-maye {Oo-zen, Most Honorable M fit) is polite when used in writing

,

omaye is bighly objectionable when employed in conversation, and, as a

rule, should never be used without the suffix san : even then its use

should be very limited in Southern and Western Japan, though in

Tokio, I am informed, such objections to its use do not exist. Between

this last (omaye san) and the first (andta) the word dnata, with the

accent on the first syllable, exists. I mention this, not because we

should encourage such fine distinctions, but that we may avoid the

mispronunciation of the word on such occasions.

In acknowledging a favor done at our request, the following may

be employed ! Old ni go kuro de yozarimasliite, arigato zonjimasu ; or

hanahada go kuro kakemasJdte, ai-sumimasenu, arigato gozaimusii; or

simply go kuro sama or, go kuro. If the favor is a voluntary act of

kindness, then the following : Oki ni go shinsetsu ni, arigato zonjimasu.

Should the acknowledgment be for friendly interest expressed

while in trouble, then the following ; Go shiinpai ico kakemashite, ai-sumi-

masemi ; or, iro-iro gojJdmpai kudasarete, arigato gozaimasu, ^

As a rule, the honorifics should be avoided, or at most used spar-

ingly, when addressing the lower classes, though in cases of doubt they

should be employed. To those of us unaccustomed to observe such

social distinctions in conversation, such a course naturally meets with

disfavor ; but I am convinced, after considerable experience and observa-

tion, that, in our general intercourse with the lower classes, it is not

at present true kindness to the individual to address him in too high a

style of language. If he is modest it embarrasses him ; if conceited, it

spoils him. Washingtonian politeness, or the practice of never allowing

another's observance of etiquette toward us to exceed our own in return,

is scarcely admissible at present in our relations with the lower classes

of Japan. When self-respect,—that acknowledgment of the dignity

of manhood which comes from a knowledge of the worth of the soul

God has given man to care for, takes the place of adulation and self-

abasement in the lower classes, it will be for their good never to

allow our courtesies to be exceeded by their own ; but until then, true

kindness to them requires the observance of such a reserve on our par

as will impress upon them the dignity of manhood on the one band,

and prevent undue familiarity on the other.
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n.—ON EXCHANGE OFTPEESENTS.

1.

—

Ordinary Presents.

In presenting a gift it is usual to depreciate its value and assign a

special reason for its presentation. As, in giving cake and so forth, made
at home, hore wa fu-amhai no mono de arimastc (ja, ivatakushi no uche

lie itashimashita kara, wjemasu. Or, in case of a valuable article or book,

the worth of which we may not wish to depreciate : kore wa, kanete

mochii ka tea shirimasenu ga, agemasu; or kore ira goran nasarimashita

ha shirimasenu ga, agemasu. Or, in case of sickness when, in calling, a gift

of food is presented : koreiva, anata no o tame ni nam mono to zonjimasu

hara, mi maye ni motte agaremashita.

The thoughtless use of the stereotyped expression, somatsu no

mono which^ has been known to be employed even in presenting a

Bible, may well be discouraged by us.

In Japan, as in most other Eastern countries, our willingness to

receive a favor implies our readiness to return its equivalent. This is

taken advantage of in the practice (observed, I should say, by most, yet

not by all, and by these latter at times resented) of preceding a request

for a favor by the offer of some trifling present. This it is always right

to retain if the favor is granted. If not, it should be returned if

valuable, or an equivalent given, if it is not.

In receiving presents, whether direct from the hand of the giver or

by a servant, it is customary, in returning the furoshiki to include

one or two sheets of paper (hanshi) or some trifling gift ; or, better still,

if the gift is from a person of wealth or intelligence, a visiting card.

This is called the iitsiui. In case the gift is given on the occasion

of death or marriage, this is omitted.

A present is usually valued not for its worth, but because of its

being an evidence of the friendship of the giver.

Little need be sail concerning the preparing of presents—examples

being so numerous. Two kinds of paper may be used for wrapping—

the hosho and sugihara—the first being the best and that usually em-

ployed. Of this, two pieces should be used, to be secured, ordinarily,
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with the colored (red and gilt) midzu-hiJci, tied in a double bow-knot and

mounted with the noshi placed with its point downward toward the

name of the sender. This, however, it is not usual to employ in present-

ing fish, flesh or fowl, and is never used in sending a present to a

Buddhist priest, because of its being emblematical of animal life. In-

stead of the 7iosJii, the feather of a bird or fowl may be used if more con-

venient ; and in case neither can be procured, then a small piece of

hanshi about three-inches square, folded to the width of about half

an inch and then twisted at the middle once on itself, may be employed ;

or the word noshi may be written on the wrapping paper instead. On

special occasions (weddings, funerals, etc.,) the midzu-hildis tied inn

square knot and cut short. When the present is on the occasion

of death, the midzii-hiki should be white;* of marriage, red and

white. .-:

A drawer well stocked with these articles {hosho, midzu-Tiiki, red and

gilt for general use, red and white for wedding gifts, and white for those

on the occasion of deeth) noshi, and some nice Japanese writing paper

and envelopes, will be found very convenient—in fact a necessary feature

of a missionary's outfit.

The general name of a present is reimotsu ; of one given, shinjo ; of

one received as a return present, henrei.

Even among gentlemen the troublesome custom of acknowledging

favors with little presents is generally observed. In my relations with

such, however, I have usually avoided observing this, employing the

note of thanks instead ; and I have every reason to believe that this is

more acceptable to this class of men. The present system is a trouble-

some one, and it would seem that they are ready to regard favorably

the more simple and gentlemanly way of acknowledging a favor.

Indeed, how far we should encourage this and other social obser-

vances that are a burden to the people and tend to prevent that intimate

and helpful social intercourse which Christianity encourages, may well

receive careful and discriminating thought. In our relations with those

with whom we may not be intimate, and who would not appreciate our

motives in refusing to heed the requirements of customs to which they

*In some localities purple and aucL white.
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attach importance, it is of course wise to meet such requirements with

scrupulous care. But with Christians, while we should encourage a

helpful spirit of social intercourse among them, we should also discour-

age that slavish obedience, too frequently shown, to the mere letter of

formal and onerous requirements.

2. Cekemonial Peesents, ok Those Given on Ketuening Home After

AN Absence, oe at the End oe Beginning of the Year.

On returning home from a distance it is usual to bring to near

friends some little memento of the place visited. Its presentation is

made in the usual way.

At the End of the Yeak.—These are to be given to those with whom
we are not especially intimate, but who have rendered kindly service

during the year, for which we may wish to make some acknowledgment.

This gift (called the seibo) may be thus presented : Iro-iro no o seiva ni

narimashita ga, arigato zonjbnasu. Kore wa, wadziika no mono desu ga,

rei no shirushi made ni agemasu.

At the Beginning of the Year.—A present given during the first

fifteen days of the New Year implies, as a rule, the desire of the donor to

receive kindly services during the year to come. This gift (which for

obvious reasons we should scarcely ever wish to make) maybe presented

as follows : toshi-damajvo agemasu. To which the only reply required

is, Arigato zonjimasu ; or, better still, write the word saishi {M ^) on

the wrapper and present without remark.

When from any cause the seibo has not been given in due time, it

may be presented early in the New Year, as follows : Sakit nenju iva

iro-iro o sewa ni adzukarimashite, arigato zonjimasu, kore ica tosJii-dama

(or, shin iien) no shirushi made ni shinj'o itashimasu. To which the

ordinary reply may be given, Kore ica kekko no o shinamono tvo, arigato

zonjimasu; or Kore xva go teinei ni, arigato zonji?nasu.

I would add that, though these presents are frequently made

among Japanese friends, the New Year's gift should seldom be given by

us except to very intimate friends who would interpret it as a congratu-

latory gift ; and the seibo only when we may wish to acknowledge a

favor received for which, from many causes, we may have been unable

to return an equivalent. Christmas gifts may with more propriety be

observed by us.
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in.—ON VISITING AND EETUENING OF VISITS.

1.

—

Etiquette of Calling,

On entering the uchi-niwa or genka : tanomi mdsJtimasu, or tanomi-

masu, or tanomo should be said in a loud voice to announce our presence.

To the servant vsrho obeys the summons we may address the following if

we desire the man of the house : Go shujhi ica o uclii desu ka; or if the

lady of the house, oku sama, etc. On receiving an affirmative answer,

the name is announced or a card presented, when the servant, leaving

us standing, retires to some distant part of the house to announce our

presence, frequently not returning to invite us into the house for three

or four minutes. While such conduct may seem rude and inhospitable

to us, it is important to remember that it is not so regarded by our

Japanese friends. It is rather one of those unconsciously practised

relics of feudal times, when a guest was suspected as a possible enemy

and hence obliged to wait at a safe distance until his admittance had

been considered and allowed. The custom, too, of the host going to

the door to meet all honored guests, is also, perhaps, another reason for

such an observance. This will doubtless give way in time to the more

hospitable treatment of guests, and it becomes us to favor this by in-

structing our servants to observe the more hospitable custom of im-

mediately ushering, at least into an ante-room, where he can have a

seat and be comfortable, every respectable looking guest who favors

us with a call.

On quitting the genka it is unnecessary to say the shoes should

be removed and left at the step ; for it would be as improper to step

upon a Japanese mat with shoes on as upon the sofa in our parlors.

During the visit the shoes will probably be turned around by a servant

or, in special cases, by the host. For one who makes so many calls as

the missionary is supposed to, elastic should take the place of boot-legs

and troublesome shoe-strings.

On entering the house, or room, while the host may say Yolm

icle nasaimasliita^ nothing as a rule should be said nor more than a

slight bow made by the guest, until seated. The place for this latter

may be anywhere in the room except in front of the toko—the little
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alcove in nearly every Japanese guest-room. The use of this was

formerly never allowed to any one beneath the rank of a daimio. It is

now regarded as the place of honor in the room, and so sacredly that

should a provincial governor even take his seat in front of it, his back

toward it, without proper hesitation, he would be regarded as a vain

man, and without due regard for traditionary customs. In case of a

large company it may become necessary, but it should always be avoided

if possible. A seat directly in front will usually be provided for us, but

this we should not occupy (unless it is plainly evident that, by not

doing so the plans of the host will be seriously disarranged and the

other guests embarrassed), but rather take a seat about midway between

the toko and the door, unless the room is large, when a place should

be taken nearer the door until invited to go farther in by the host,

Should the host take his seat in the door, the guest should urge him

to come in ; if he hesitates, then the guest should approach a little

nearer to him before making the aisatsu : while should he take his seat

in the adjoining room and refuse to come in to the one occupied by the

guest," it is customary for the latter to join the host before making

the aisatsu.

I would add that the side of the room opposite the piazza is re-

garded by our Japanese friends as next in honor to that of the toko ; that

on the same side as the piazza, next, and that nearest the door as least

in honor.

The seat, the character of which is familiar to us all, having been

taken, our salutation (aisatsu) should first be made to the host (unless

the lady of the house should be present, when we may, with propriety,

observe our custom of first doing honor to her). This, if not having

called for some time, may be as follows (to the host) :

Guest: Kono-goro yo busata vo itashimashita ; or, Aiiiari yo

biisata ICO itashimashita de makari demashita ; or (very polite) Amari

hisashikii a me ni kakariinasenu de, ikaga nasaremashita ka to omottr, ma-

kari demashita ; or (less polite), Hisashikn aimasenu de mairimashita ; or

if calling when in the reighborliood. Go kimpenni rnnirimashita de tsuide

5 It is seldom that this is seen in the larger towns, but in the interior of the

country it is frequently witnessed by the missionary and, on such occasions, should

be respected, especially if he is a guest of a private family.
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nagara, chotto o tadznne moshimasu ; or, if calling to make an inquiry,

Chotto tadzune moshitai koto de, kimashita,—mina sama go higen yoro-

shiu gozarimasii ka ; or, Go kanai wa betsujo arimasenu ka,—accom-

panied by the bow, to be referred to later.

To this the host may reply, Arigato zonjitndsu; mina, buji ni

orirnasu. Anata demo mina sama go kigen yoroshii ka. Or, Arigato

zonjimasu ; watakushi no ho yori mo hisasJiiku go busata ivo itashimashita :

Mina sama o kaicari u-a gozaimasenu ka.

Guest. Arigato zonjimasu.

When finished, if there are others present, a bow may be made to

them with the words Mina sama, go kigen yoroshii ka, after which any

one in the company to whom special remarks may be in place, may be

addressed. As it is a little awkward to say so mnch when making a

bow, the words go kigen yoroshii ka are usually omitted and the words

mina sama only pronounced, the remainder of the sentence being under-

stood. One bow to the host, made early in the interview, a second to

others present, and a third on taking leave, are all that are usually

required. All other acknowledgments may be accompanied only by

a slight forward inclination of the body.

In case the caller wishes to make inquiries for members of the

family not present, the following terms may be employed : For husband

(to wife), hisname, or otsnreai sama, or go teishu san ; (to servants), go shu

jin,'ovdan7ia san. It is truethat Japanese visitors usually employ the term

shtijin or danna when addressing the lady of the house concerning her

husband ; but this implies a position of woman in the family that Chris-

tianity cannot recognize, and hence should not be encouraged by our

example.

For the wife : oku sama ; okn san ; go kanai, or o kami san.

For eldest son : His name, or, go soriyo san ; go chonan.

For second and third sons : Their names, or jinan or sannan.

Go kensoku san or //.> shisok^i san may be employed as general terms for

son.

For eldest daughter : The name, or (rarely) go soriyo no ojo san ;

go chojo san ; o ane san.

Other daughters : Their names ; o jo san ; o musume go.

For the parents : Oyago sama.
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Parents of adopted children : Father, go yofu san ; mother, go yobo san.

For the father : Go sompu sama ; go taijin san; otof sama or (with

children) otot' san.

For the mother : Go sombo sama ; haJiago sama ; okaka sama (gen-

erally used) ; okka san ; or (with children) 'ka san. .''-:',-.-"'' Cl'

For the grandfather : Go sofa sama ; ojlsamaox san ; oxgoinldyo sama.

Grandmother : Go sobo sama ; oba sama or san ; go inkiyo oku sama

;

(in case she is the only aged person living in the house, the oku san

to distinguish her from her husband, may be omitted).

Great-grand father : htji sama, or go inkiyo sama.

Great-grandmother : hlba sama, or go inkiyo oku sama, as above.

The Boic.—This is made with great frequency by our Japanese

friends. The ancient polite bow required that the hands be placed flat

upon the floor, with the tips of the thumbs and fore and middle fingers

of the hands brought into apposition, when the forehead was brought

to rest upon the fingers. It is supposed by some that the origin of

this arrangement of the hands was to protect the face from injury in

case an enemy should attempt to force the head to the ground when in

the act of bowing.

In bowing, the hands are still brought together by some, especially

women, but this is now regarded as unnecessarily polite in men. The

true bow of the lady, however, was to place the hands with the palms

downward beside the knees, with fingers pointing backward, and then

make a slight bow. At present, the hands are usually placed beside

and a little to the front of the knees with the fingers pointing forward,

and slightly inward, when the bow is made. This, with the lady,

should not be profound.

With men the usual bow observed at present is as follows : Seated

in the usual (Japanese) manner on the zabuton,^ the hands are brought

^If it is desired to show special politeness, the zahuton should not be used

when offering salutations, and for like reason it should be withdrawn to one side

when a person enters the apartment to whom those seated may wish to do honor

—

to be used again after the new guest has become seated. In fact, the use of a

zahuton in a Japanese guest-room is regulated by much the same rules that direct

us in the use of a chair under like circumstances.

When the withdrawing of the cushion would be inconvenient, as in a large

company, it is usually sufficient to offer an apology, as, gomen nasai.

'
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forward to a natural distance in front of the knees and placed with the

palms upon the floor (mat), the thumbs in a natural position, the fingers

slightly pointing toward each other, and with a space between the hands

of about a foot. Then with an easy rocking motion the body is carried

forward until there is about twelve inches space between the fore-

head and the floor when, after a slight pause, the head is again slowly

lifted to its natural position—the whole occupying only about two or

three seconds of time.

Care should be taken not to raise the hips when carrying the head

and body forward. Many make the mistake of rising on the knees when

the head descends thus presenting to lookers-on an exceedingly awkward

and ludicrous appearance.

When the room is provided with chairs and table, hand- shaking,

usually expected of the foreigner, may take the place of the bow, or if

the latter is observed, it is made while standing and with the hands

resting on the table or sliding down the front of the thighs to the knees.

In our own houses, hand-shaking, or a low bow while standing, is, of

course, all that is admissible.

In case tea and sweetmeats are placed before us during the visit,

they may be partaken of if desired, without hesitation. When no more

tea is wanted, the cup may be turned over on its little stand, if suitable

(as when passed on the takushi),'' or allowed to remain on the mat if the

little cliadai has been taken away, as is usual when the cup is passed on

this latter. When passed on the high stand used only for honored

guests (taka-asJii no chadai) and furnished with a cover, the cup, when

empty, should be replaced as when passed, with its cover in place.

When removing the cover it should be placed upside down on the

stand beside the cup if possible : otherwise on the mat close by it.

As a rule, even though paper has been furnished by the host for

that purpose, it is better not to take away with us the sweetmeats, as is

so commonly done by Japanese guests ; and this should never be done

when paper has not been provided. In case, however, they have been

placed on a separate tray, with paper, we should take away any that may

remain after we have eaten.

^Pronounced by some cha-taku.
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Wlien about to take leave, if the call has been a long one, an

apology for the interruption may be ojffered as follows :

Guest : Old ni naga-banashi ivo itashimashita ; or, oki ni o jama wo

itashimashita.

Host : lye, so de f/ozarimasenu, madzu yukkuri shite kudasai ;

ox, motto hanaslii nasai.

Guest: Shikashi, mata makart demasu; madzu, konnichi v;a korede

itonia ni itashimasho.

Host (quickly) : De r/ozarimasu ka, mata dozo o ide nasai.

Guest: Arigatd gozarimasu. Sayonara.

In case the call is for mutual benefit this should be largely omitted

and, of course, almost entirely so when made for the benefit of the host.

In taking up residence in a place it is customary to visit the

families in the iojmediate neighborhood only, and request friendly

relations. This may be done as follows : Guest : Chikagoro go kinjo ye

koshimashita de go yakkai ni narimasu. Yorosliiku o tanomi mosldmasii.

Host : Go teinei ni o ide nasaimasldta. Watakushi mo go yakkai wi

narimasu; irai o kokoro yasu negaimasu.

2.

—

Fakewell Visits.

When about to be absent for sometime, say six months or more,

it is customary to present parting compliments in person. Guest (after

usual salutations) : Chotto o itoniagoi ni demasldta : kono tabi Tokiyo ye

mairimasu kara, sldharaku o me ni kakarimasenu. Dozo jiko ivo o sldyiogi^

nasatte, go kigen yoku o kwashi nasai. To this may be added, if his care

for your interests in your absence is desired : Moshi rusu chU ni nanra

no koto ga arimasu nareha, yoroshiku o negai mosldmasu.

Host: Sayo de gozarimasu ka (or so desu ka), sore de tea, dochiii (or

if the journey is by water, senchiit] de o daiji ni, sekkaku jiko ivo a itoi

nasai; to which may be added, in reply to the request : rusu chU no

koto wa oyobadzu nagara, ki wo tsukemasu kara go anshin nasatte, o ide

nasaimase.

Guest : Arigatd zonjimasu ; (and, when parting with the host at

the entry) sa?/07iara.

Such a farewell call requires in return a like courtesy at the time

of the departui'e.
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Friend : Kono alda wa go teinei ni o ide nasaitiiashite, arigato zonji-

masu, lyo-iyo komban Tokiyo ye o tachi nasaiinasu so desu ga, zuibun go

kigen yoku o ide nasatte, mata hayaku o kaeri nasai ; chotto o viitate ni

makari demashita.

Host : Go teinei ni o ide nasariniashite, arigato ::onjii}iasu.

When circumstances do not favor calling in person a visiting card may

be sent, bearing upon its corner the words tsutsusJiinde ribetsu wo tstigu

(fi^ II fA), and which may be presented by the servant as follows :

ka7'a mairimasliita ; danna ga sayo moshimashita : kono tabi Tokiyo ye

mairimasu de, riyakugi nagara, tsukai wo motte o itomagoi %vo moshiageviasu.

3.

—

Etiquette of Table.

In Japan it is customary for the host to invite his guests—in fact,

to do so in person, the wife from first to last on such occasions occupy-

ing the position of a servant. This custom, however, we shall do well

to disregard as far as possible, and, by observing our own custom in

this respect both in the inviting and in the entertaining of guests, en-

courage, at least among Christian wives, the performance of the legiti-

mate duties of a hostess to her guests. When sending the invitation by

a servant, then, he may be instructed to say as follows : kara mai-

rimashita. Oku san ga sayo moshimashita : komban gozen wo sashi-dashite,

yururi to o hanashi wo itashitai kara, go fufu sama roku ji goro o ide

kudasaranu ka ; or, konnichi hiru-han wo sashi-agetai kara danna san

to oku sama to jU ni ji yori o ide kudasai.

Invited guest : Arigato zonjimasu. Makari demasii.

If not accepted : Arigato zonjimasu ga, komhaniva yondokoro nai yo-

ji ga gozaif?iasii yiiye ni maim koto ga dekimasenu, Yoroshiku o kotoicari

wo moshite kudasai ; or, better still, tender the excuse by letter.

On the arrival of the guest he is welcomed, when he may express

his acknowledgments as follows : Komban o maneki kudasarimashite ari-

gato zonjimasu. Host : Yo koso, o ide kudasaimashita ; o machimoshite

orimasu ; or (less polite), yd o ide nasaimasliita.

Should the entertainment be at our own house, what follows may
conform to our customs. If at the house of a Japanese friend, it is

probable that he will so far conform to western custom as to eat with

his guests without hesitation. In case he should not, but rather observes

3
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the ancient custom of waiting for, and upon, Lis guests, it should be

our care, if the honored guest [slwkiijaku, whose seat is nearest the

toho) not to eat until food is brought to him. In such a case, therefore,

when the host says, Sa, o agari nasal, the honored guest should reply,

Chodai itashimasu (or, ItadaJdmasii). Lkaga desu ka, anata mo kochira

de tomo ni o agari nasaimasenu ka. To which he will reply, Sayonareha,^

shobamco itashimasu.

In cases where the ancient custom is still observed, the etiquette

that follows is conducted by the shokiyaku, other guests waiting for

and following him. This custom, however, is fast becoming obsolete,

—

the host, and in some rare cases the hostess as well, taking his place

with his guests, as with us.

By many who have witnessed the quiet that is apt to obtain at a

formal Japanese repast, it has been thought that silence is esteemed

proper to such occasions : and, to some extent, this remains true—the

ancient proverb of Confucius^ still having an influence at such times.

By most, however, this is now disregarded, and " the feast of reason

and the flow of soul " (and too frequently oi sake as well) is encouraged.

After the meal, and the dishes and trays have been removed, it is

proper for each one, either separately or together, to thank the host and

hostess (if present) for the entertainment, as follows:

Guest : Iro-iro (or daii-daii) no go chiso de, arigatd zonjimasti.

Host : Fu-kagen de atta ka mo shiremasenu ni, yokii a agari nasai-

mashita ; or simply, yokii o agari nasarimashita.

On taking leave, further acknowledgments should be made, as

follows :

Guest: Iro-iro no o motenashi ni adzukarimashite, arigatd zonji-

masu.

Host: Yoku o ide kudasarimasliita. Sayonara.

It is not regarded necessary to call in person after an entertainment

unless it has been very formal or elaborate, but rather make acknow-

ledgments whenever a meeting may take place, as follows : Senjitsu iva

go chiso ni narimashite arigatd zonjimasit. Oki ni tanoshimimashita.

^ Sayo de gozareha. , ; : :; :

^Shoku sunt ni, monogatari sedzu : Inuru ni, mono iicadzu. (Observe silence

when eating : Say nothing when sleeping or after having retired to sleep).
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Host : Tye, do ItasJnmashite ; yoJcu o ide kudasaimashita. In case the

entertaiDmeut has been a very formal or ceremonial one, however, it is

proper to call the next day and express acknowledgments in person.

Guest : Sakujitsii ica go teinei nam go chiso ni adzukarimashite arigato

zonjimam ; and, on retiring, Chotto o rei ni demasJiita ga, mata, yururi

to tadzune uwshimasu.

Host : Eore iva, go teinei ni ; o rei de itami irimasu.

If calling is inconvenient, the acknowledgment may be made by

letter, as follows :

mi

B ^ m V n
m '^ mm ^

tn -t -n ^ n
Wf » ft fl %h '^

Sakujitsu wa go kon ni shitagai, f^

sankan shuju go chiso kudasare, ^
arigataku soro on rei ni shiko tsuka-

matsurubeku no tokoro, riakugi

nagara, sunsho wo teishi kosha

kaku no gotoku ni soro nari. Kiyo-

kiyo kingen.

4,

—

Tea Drinking.

The time required to drink the ceremonial cup of tea and the

formality of the occasion, inclines most missionaries to regard this

feature of Japanese social life with disfavor.

It is true there is considerable ceremony ; but, fortunately, the

responsibility of its performance devolves chiefly upon the host ; it is

also true that there is time consumed, but this need never be lost. On

the contrary, with tact and a fair command of the language, the tea-

party, bringing us as it does into social relations with a class of men

otherwise difficult to reach, may usually be made an occasion of some

profit to ourselves and of much to the interests of our work. I of course

refer to what is known as usi't-cha, the difficulty and ceremony of koi-c7ia'^°

and the very great rarity of its use, rendering a knowledge of this ceremony

almost unnecessary ; while that of sen-cha is so simple as to require no

especial rules for our guidance. : .
.

Suppose, then, a scholar and gentleman of leisure (for it will

probably be from such that the invitation will be received) requests us

iTor reference to the ceremony of drinking the koi-cha, see article on "Tea

Drinking in Japan," by J. M. Dixon, M. A. The Chrysanthemum, Vol. 11. p. 193,
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to visit him and partake of the ceremonial cup of tea. On entering the

house he will meet us at the door with Yd o ide lauiasarimasJdta, when

the guest may reply, Konnichi ica diet ni arigato ; when, unless other-

wise desired hy the host, the salutations will take place in the ante-room

just before entering the rha-sJiitsu (cJia-seJd) or zashiJd as the case

may be. When finished (sometimes before, in which case the aisatsii

will take place later) he will invite us into the tea-room or, in some

cases, the guest-room of the house, before entering which a halt should

be made at the door to examine the general appearance of the room,

especially prepared for the occasion. If alone, the seat finally taken

may be about midway between the alcove and the door : if with several

guests (say five, the usual number) they usually determine among them-

selves which shall be the honored guest, though, in special cases, this

is done by the host. What follows, though slightly modified as the

etiquette observed may conform to the Senke, Yabu-no-vcJn, ALusa-no-loji

and other schools still observed in difterent localities, yet, in general,

will conform to the following : The guest on entering advances at once

to the toko to examine the flov,'ers usually placed there on such occasions

and the hanging picture as well. He then returns and, advancing to

the Jitro, kama and other utensils, examines these (presuming, as should

be the case, that the host is absent from the room at this time^^). He

then returns and takes his seat opposite the fiiro (before which the host

is to sit) and in the middle of the second mat from the toko, the next

guest taking his seat below the first, having examined or not as he may

desire, the flowers, picture, utensils, and so forth. A seat over the edge

of a mat should be avoided if possible.

On returning, the host with much precision removes the kama^ and

dextei'ously applies new charcoal—finishing by placing a long branch-like

piece of painted charcoal iycda-zumi) on the top. The process and the

artistic eiBfect resulting tlierefi'om is supposed to be worth looking af, hence

when the host commences, it is proper to request permission to examine

the process, as, O siinii iro liaiken ita^]uiiiai<u, at the same time moving

^1 Should the salutai'cns tal<e place in the tea-ruoni (not iuivequently the case

when the guest-room is used for the occasion) the host will soon nfter retire, when

the brazier, flo-wers, etc., may be exnmined by the chief guest and others.

12 The iron pot containing hot water. ;.
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a little toward the host for that purpose. When finished, and the

guests are about returning to their places (which movement should

commence with the bakkiyalm) the chief guest may say, as com-

plimentary to the skill displayed by the host, sldgoku kampukii itashi-

mashita.

Examining the charcoal should always take place if the ro (fire-place

in the floor used in winter) is used ; while \iihefuro (hibachi-like brazier,

usually with three legs and an air-draught in the side) is employed,

this may be omitted, unless it is evident that the host is about to

bestow especial pains upon the arrangement. After having witnessed

his, closer attention may be paid to the utensils if they are worthy of

it; and it should be remembered that the most unattractive usually have

the most interesting history.

' On returning to their places the chief guest may ask to examine

the incense-box and contents (Iwr/o), when the host will place it near the

corner of the mat in front of him. From here, in case the company

wish to show especial honor to the chief guest, it should be passed to

him by the one at the foot of the row, haMdyaku ; but if, as is usual,

the honored guest does not wish him to perform this service, which

includes the passing of tea, sweets, etc., that may subsequently be thus

placed, he may reach for it himself. After examining the box and its

contents, he sets it down beside guest number two with the words,

fforan nasai, who, on examining, passes on to the third guest and so

on to the last who, after inquiring of the first guest if he wishes to

see it again and receiving assurances to the contrary, it is returned

to the place on the mat from which it was taken, and with the stem of

the flower on the cover toward the host, to whom, on his return again

from the ante-room (for he has availed himself of the temporary occupa-

tion of liis guests to pei'fect the preparations for tea-making) it is proper

for the chief guest to make a bow and offer inquiries concerning the

workmanship of the incense box and of the source of its contents ; as,

Kono oko ira iiJzure no .s/^/ de [lozaiiiuniu. Xani to iu me de arimasu

Next sweets are plr.cod before each guest on little dishes, half of

which is to be eaten while the tea is being mixed for him, the remainder

to be reserved for his second cup, and a large bowl of sweets is placed
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before the chief guest, wlio at once I'emoves it to a place at his right,

and between himself and the host. In some cases the individual trays

are omitted and the single bowl made to do instead.

Everything being now ready, the host proceeds to make the tea.

For this, if the company is large, there are usually two cups : if small,

but one—large bowl-like cups holding about three gills. Should the

guest desire his tea weak, he should now so request it, as, shofuku ni

negaiinasu : or, if strong, taifuku ni negaiinasxi. "

On making the first cup it is placed on the corner of the mat, from

which it should then be taken by the shokiyaku, or in special cases, as

previously noticed, passed to him by the hakkiyaku. The chief guest

now slowly drinks his tea, holding the cup in the palm of the left hand,

grasping the side (not the edge) with the fingers of the right. When

finished he wipes the portion touched by his lips with his finger (which,

in turn may be wiped on his handkerchief) or preferably with a piece of

paper, and, turning it toward the foot of the company, returns it to its

place on the corner of the mat near the host, when a second cup will

be given for the next guest. Thus it goes around the company, when

the host will again make another cup for the chief guest, the regular

order being twice around. Before taking more, however, he should

invite the host to partake, as, o temaye san o agari nasai ; to which,

with a bow, he will reply, o shoban itashimasu. He then drinks and

again returns to his work. After a second cup has been drunk around,

it is proper for the chief guest to inquire of the others if they wish

more. If so, he allows the host to proceed ; if not, he simply says with

a bow, shimai kudasari, ox go-jifuku^^ de o shimai kudasai, when the

tea drinking ceases. It is now proper to look at the tea-box and

spoon, which request may be made as follows : cha-ire to o chashaku

ICO haiken negaimasu, after passing which the host will remove a portion

of the utensils and the ceremony is finished : and now the missionary

can take his turn as master of ceremonies, though much light conversa-

tion may be engaged in during the process, when the host may be

disengaged fi-om his duties.

In retiring the guest may say, Yuru-yuru tanoshimimasJdte, arigato

zonjimasu. Sazo o tsukare de gozarlmasho. Sayonara.

i*The numeral/?/ /cm is used on such occasion, as, ippiiku, m-fukii, etc.
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IV.—VISITS OF CEREMONY.

I.

—

New Year's Calls (" Shin nen no Yokokobi").

Guest (to servant at the door) : Shin nen no go shikushi ni demashita ;

and to the host, after eutering, Shin nen no gioke ni makari demashita

;

mina sama go kigcn yoku go chosai nasaimashite, a medeto gozaimasu.

With ladies the word gioke is usually omitted, and the expression Madzu

akemashite, medeto gozalmasuu.seimstea,i; or, the following hy either sex:

Mina sama go kigen yoku o toshi wo o mukai nasarete, o medeto gozaimasu.

When retiring, guest : Mata yururi to agarimasu ; or (men) mata

yeijitsu, makari demasu. . . : ; >

Host : So-so (or sassoku ni) o ide kudasatte, arigato zonjimasu.

Mata dozo ide kudasai.

It is customaiy for the host to accompany the departing guest to

the genka, though the latter will usually protest against this. In

case, however, from the presence of guests or from other causes, this is

inconvenient, he may excuse himself as follows : Shitsurei nagara, kore

de gomen komurimasu.

In case the host and hostess are absent on the occasion of a New

Year's call, the following may be used on leaving a card with the servant

:

Nenshi no go shikushi ni demashita ; yoroshiku moshite kudasai.

In case it is desired to make a visiting card take the place of

calling in person, as is so generally done in Japan, the words Shin iieyi

wo keigasu [§i ^ ^ M] may be written on the corner and sent by a

servant. If it is desired to show additional politeness, rarely necessary,

the servant may be instructed to say as follows : /mra mairi-

viashita ; danna ga sayo mUshimashita. Biyakugi nagara tsukai ivo

motte nenshi no go shikushi wo moshi agemasu.

I need not add that congratulatory calls should never be made

during the days of mourning in a family.

The number of these vary with the person deceased, as follows

:

For parents, fifty days ; for husband, thirty days ; for wife, twenty days
;

for first-born son, twenty days ; for all other children over seven years

old, ten days ; for children under seven years of age, three days ; for

grand-parents, thirty days ; for great grand-parents, twenty days ; for
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uncle or aunt, twenty days ; for brothers or sisters, twenty days ; for

grand-cliild ^ first-born) ten days; other grand- children and great grand-

children, three days.

These rules, established by the government, are applicable to its

officers, and determine the time of absence from duty they shall be

allowed on the occasion of death in their families. As a fact, however,

seven weeks are, in accordance with Buddhistic requirements, observed

by most people in Japan for every death that occurs in the family.

On the fiftieth day they go to the grave with flowers and incense, after

which they are free to enter society.

2.

—

Marriage Congratulations.

In offering these in person immediately after the marriage ceremony,

the following may be used : viedeto zonjlmasu; Icore yori masu-masu

go hanyei nasaru yo ni inoriinasu. Or, more easily understood, lyo-

iyo go ikka no go sakhan ni naran koto ivo nozomlmasu. Or, if the con-

gratulations are to Christians, Ai tomo ni o tasuke nastte, iyo-iyo ShU no

yei wo o araicashi nasaru koto ico negaimasu.

In case these are offered a few days after the wedding, when making

a visit for that purpose ( konrei no yorokobi), then the followiug : Konoaida

go konrei todokori naku o sumi nasatte, o medeto zonjimasu ; sate kore yori

wa masu-masu go hanyei nasaru yo ni, nozomimasii.

If a present has not been given before the wedding (the proper

time) one may be made on this occasion. This usually consists of a

pair of live ducks (wild), a pair of pheasants, two fish (the tai), or cloth-

ing, to which may be added, in case of near friends, money ; but our

custom of presenting household ornaments and so forth, is rapidly

growing in favor and may, with propriety, be observed by us, especially

with the well-to-do classes. A couple (or a box of six or ten) of cere-

monial fans (the suye-hiro) make a very appropriate and acceptable gift.

Presents and congratulations may be sent by a servant when calling

in person is not convenient.

Flowers, so frequently sent by us, should be selected with care.

The blossom of fruit-bearing bushes and trees, as the camellia, plum and

cherry blossoms, and so forth are most used. To those knowing our

customs, however, bouquets as used by us may be presented.
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3.

—

On the Bikth op a Child (" Ansan no Yorokobi").

Visits of inquiry and congratulation are usually observed and

presents oflfered on such occasions, as, Go anzan de gozaimashita so desu

ga, medeto zonjimasu ; dozo o futari tomo o hidachi nasarti yd ni go yojo

nasatte kudasai.

4.

—

Visits op Condolence.

Visits of Condolence are usually made within the first week after

death and, if possible, should be made in person. After brief salutations,

the object of the visit may be explained, as follows : Sate sama,

go shtkiyo nasarimashita so desu ga, sazo go shusho ni ohushimesliimasho ;

obosJiimeshimasho to go

* sazo kana-

kuyami ni mairimashita ; or, * *

suisatsu itashimasu ; or, (mostly used by women)

shu oboshimeshimasho to o sasshi moshiagemasu.

Among Christians the expression neimiri ni o tsuki nasaimasJdta,

etc., instead of ^o sJdkiyo, etc., is frequently employed.

Other remarks relevant to the occasion may follow these expressions,

and on taking leave, the observance of care on the part of the host for

his health be enjoined, as follows: SJiikashi, kono uye iva, kakubetsu o

tsukare no demasenu yd ni, go yojo nasatte kudasare.
:

In case we attend the funeral, the words of condolence may be

offered before the service. .

While visits of condolence should be made early after death (within

the first week) those of congratulation after marriage should not be

made until later, save in cases of very near friends. During the first

few days after marriage the entertaining of relalives and near friends

makes so large a draft upon the strength and time of the family that visits

from those of but slight acquaintance are apt to constitute an interruption.

During the first week (after death) it is customary to send to the

family, in order to avoid the necessity of preparing food and to provide

refreshments for the numerous friends who call, presents of food, as

fruit, cake and so forth, and, in case the bereaved are poor and

unable to defray the expenses of burial, money as well. On such oc-

casions the servant may be instructed to say as follows : kara

mairimashita. Danna ica sayd mosJiimasu : kodomo sama go shikiyo

nasariniashite, mina sama o chikara otoshi de gozarimaslid ; kore wa

kuyami no shirushi made ni sashiagemasii.
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As before indicated, presents thus offered should be enveloped in

only one piece of the hosho and tied with the white midzuhiki in a square

knot—the use of the noshi being omitted.

ON INTEODUCTIONS.

When introducing, the following may be used : Kono kota ica wata-

Taishino tomodachi (or koni no hito) to moshimasu. Irai

go koni ni negaimasu. To which the reply may be made : So desu ka, and

then turning to the guest, Hajimete o me ni kakarimashita ; irai o kokoro

yasukii negaimasu.

More frequently, however, introductions are made without a third

person, the individuals who may be temporarily thrown together an-

nouncing their own names.

In case the introduction is effected by letter, the following may be

used as a guide :

I'kan tei jo tsukamatsuri soro.

Masu-masu go ansei, kinga ni taiye-

dzusoro. Shikareba

naru hito shosei no chiki ni soro

tokoro, kanete sensei ni haigan ita-

shitaku mune moshi ide soro aida ;

sunawachi, honnin sashi idashi soro

jo, moshi go kanka nite haigan ai-

kanai sorawaba kojin no itari ni

goza soro. Shoyo wa, haibi ni

moshi yuzuri soro. Soso tonshu.
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REQUIEEMENTS OF TRAVEL.

1.

—

On the Eoad.

In travelling it is usually best to pay the jinrikisJia or kago men only

what has been previously agreed upon. In case, however, the road



POSITION or GUESTS, HOST, UTENSILS, etc., for ceremony

of USU-CHA. when observed in an ordinary room of eight mats. If the

number of guests is large, the outer row of mats is used.
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EXPLANATIONS.

1. CLigai-Dana
y. Flower vase
3. Toko
4. Shiki-Gomi
5. Water pot
6. Fire place (Ro)

7. Sweets
8. Utensils for making lea

9. Teacup

10. Host
11. Honored guest. (Shokiyaku)
12. Chukiyaku .

-

13. Bakkiyaku -

14. Path to wash-room for liost
15. Wash-room (Midzu-ya)
16. Piazza
17. Wall picture
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EXPLANATIONS OF TEA-ROOM AND GARDEN.

1. Fire-place, with extra supply of hot water.

2. Wash-room with shelves for tea implements.

3. Host's room. : ;

4. Host's entrance.

5. Host's place before the fire-place.

6. Fire-place, with kettle.

7. Tea implements, water pot, etc.

8. Toko, where are placed the hanging picture and flowers.

9. Eound window, about 4 feet in diameter.

10. Sword-rack, now used for umbrellas in Usu-cha but not in Eoi-cha, when

these, with hats and outer garments, are left at the Machi-ai.

11. Dust-hole. (From the time of the first frost in autumn to the time of last frost

in spring, the ground of garden is covered with pine boughs. This renders

the use of the broom difiicult, hence fallen leaves and twigs, etc., are picked

up with wooden tongs and thrown into the dust-hole).

12. Cemented covered walk, bordered with small stones.

13. Water closet with (14) stone wash-basin and (15) screen and ever-green grass.

16. Well. :

17. Stone basin with stone lantern, and ever-green tree, the nagi, or Podocarpus

nageia.

18. Pine tree and other ever-greens.

19. Fir-tree.

20. Wash-water for hands : in winter hot water is also placed on the rock at the

left ; on the right is the bamboo, and on the left a kind of holly.

21. Entrance gate to garden.

22. Stepping stones.

23. Machi-ai or guest's waiting place, used only, however, in Koi-clia—the guests at

Usu-cha entering at once through the little gate (24) and passing on to the

wash-basin on the right, thence to the umbrella rack at 10, thence back

and on to the guests' entrance at 25. When passing through the gate (24) the

umbrella, if in use, is half lowered and not again fully raised \\hile at the

basin. A, superior guest. B, inferior guest. C, ordinary guests. [These names

are misleading, as rank is usually not recognized in the tea-room. The

"superior" and "inferior" guests are usually selected because of their

knowledge of the ceremony—their names being derived from the character

of their duties.] D, Tea cup as placed by host when filled with tea.
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has been unexpectedly bad, or the men have worked heartily, niasM, so

called, should be given ; while all ferriage and toll by the way should

be paid for by the traveller.

The chadai to be given at a tea-house at which one may have rested

by the way for a few moments, should be one or two sen for each

jinrildsha. This should be left by the guest—the coolies not being ex-

pected to pay except for food.

2.

—

At Hotels.

To the welcome at a hotel it is only necessary to reply hai or

arigato, followed by the inquiry, if desiring lodgings for the night,

ippalcu itashitai ga, zasJiiki wa aite arimasu ka. If the reply is in the

affirmative then, sayo nareba, annai too shite kudasai. Though with first-

class guests it is unusual to settle upon the price beforehand, yet with

foreigners it usually prevents trouble to settle this when deciding upon

the room to be occupied. This may be done as follows : Shuku-riyo

tva kimatte aru gajoto wa ikura de arimasu.^* If an early start is antici-

pated the next morning, orders to this end should be given ; as, Miyo-asa

go ji ni tachimasu kara, sono tsumori ni shite kudasai.

It is usual to settle the hotel bill in one's own room. This may

be ordered of the servant as follows : Hatago dai ivo haraimasu kara,

kakitsuke wo motte kite kure.

While in some hotels there will be seen a notice that no extra fee

is allowed to be received by servants, yet in most cases it is expected.

If, therefore, especial pains are taken by servants and others to make

the stay comfortable, chadai, so called, to the extent of five to ten sen a

i*In conversation with a gentleman who has travelled much in the interior of

the country, he gave the following reasons for an opposite view from that here

expressed : The keepers of most hotels have an idea that foreign guests make more

trouble than native guests, and if asked beforehand the price for lodging the for-

mer, they are more likely to name a larger sum than in the morning when they

know how little trouble has been occasioned. Again, in most hotels the price for

lodgings is pasted up in the rooms, and any inquiries as to the amount to be

charged implies an ignorance of this fact, or an inability to read what is written,

to which appeal may always be made when exhorbitant prices have been charged.

He has tried both plans and concludes that, in the long run, there is less

trouble when prices are asked for in the morning than on the previous night.
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person (the smaller sum if the company is large) may be given to the

servant, who will take it to her master, who will, in turn, acknowledge

it when the guest takes his leave. To those who dislike feeing this may

be objectionable : but it should be remembered that, where prices remain

uninfluenced by a failure to observe this custom, the price charged and

the attentions bestowed are, in many cases, in anticipation of this fee •

and that, in such cases, a failure to bestow it implies a rebuke for

inattentions and discomforts experienced. On the lines of foreign travel,

however, tlie price charged for lodging foreigners is from ten to twenty

sen higher than elsewhere in the country. In such cases, of course, cha-

dai is not called for, though at times some who wish, during their stay,

the special attention of one or more servants, secure such by giving a

considerable fee—thirty to fifty sen—early on their arrival. This, of

course, an ordinary traveller will seldom find necessary.

When about to take leave, master, wife and servants will usually

cover and confuse one with a deluge of polite words, to all of whicb,

however, it is usually only necessary to say, Oki ni o sewa ni nari-

mashita. Sayonara.
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